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Despite the soakingly wet weather conditions, nearly all the weekend the CANADIAN-AMERICAN 

Challenge Cup, or CanAm, as most people know it, presented a glorious season opener at the 

Hockenheim Histoic.  

 

A show, which is so rarely seen 

 

As always, the monsters from the 60s and 70s made spectators grin and laugh in disbelieve, with their 

presence both on the tarmac and as well in the open garages, where the public has been able to watch 

closely the before and after race action. 

  

In a demonstration run about 30 racing cars from the CanAm and the European equivalent, the 

Interseries, showed a colorful row of rare and spectacular vehicles. A show, which is so rarely seen. 

But it was 50
th
 anniversary of the  CANADIAN-AMERICAN Challenge Cup, which made owners and 

drivers show and display their jewels.  

 

Michele Liguori with double wins 

 

Despite the ongoing rain, 15 drivers drove into the starting grid for the actual races. Conditions which 

some even tried to master on slick tires. Some pirouettes and gravel visits, though without serious 

consequences looked as standard part of the races.  

 

Two clear start-finish-wins were the harvest for Michele Liguori from Napels in Italy in his green Lola 

T292 DFV, closely followed by three time LeMans winner Marco Werner  in his Porsche 936. Werner 

didn’t seem to have a real chance, but he also didn’t want to risk his ultra rare 936 in those conditions.  

 

Series Organizer Peter Schleifer from Bavaria was happy to cross the finish line in both races with his 

ultra wide Lola T310 as first of the Big Bangers. He was delighted with the come out of his pre seaon 

work and efforts. “To see those cars race again, cars like a Porsche 917/30, a McLaren M8C and a 

March 717, is reward enough. I wanna provide the stage for those cars focusing on the Big Bangers.” 

 

In a Suisse duel, Toni Seiler in his Lol a T70 MkII Spyder from 1966 and Felix Haas in his Lola T294 

fought hard for the podium in the first race and repeated the same thing in the second heat.  

 

With nearly 1300 hp, Greece driver Ioannis Inglessis fought in his Porsche 917/30 successfully with 

weather conditions doing the fastest race lap.    
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The CANADIAN-AMERICAN Challenge Cup is happy to be part of the wonderful events in Goodwood 

and Silverstone  this year : 

 

 

Goodwood Festival of Speed: 23. -26. June 

Silverstone Classic: 29. – 31. July 

 

The power and the glory are back 

The re-launched CANADIAN-AMERICAN Challenge Cup series is well underway and brings the 

legendary power and glory in the year 2016. It was a race series where pretty much anything was 

allowed. 

The CANADIAN-AMERICAN Challenge Cup was originated in the flower power days of the Sixties. It is 

open for the colourful, noisy brutes from McLaren, Lola, March, Porsche, Chaparral, Shadow, Ferrari 

and the elegant Sport Prototypes like Porsche 917K, Ford GT 40 or Ferrari 512 as well, which made up 

CanAm and Interseries (the European equivalent) races years back. If you own a one off special like 

Huffaker, Sting, McKee`s and others you are more than welcome. It doesn`t take a big block to grab the 

asphalt. 

 

This year, it will bring the power and fury from the 60s and 70s to Hockenheim, Goodwood and 

Silverstone. 

 

 

For more information, see www.canadian-american-challenge-cup.com or 

www.facebook.com/CanAmCup 
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